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One of the most disappointing aspects of the COVID pandemic has been the willingness of
adults to impose untested restrictions and policies on young children, while ignoring any
potential negative impacts to their mandates.
Without pushback from the media, supposed “experts” have recommended school closures,
remote learning, forced masking and now, universal vaccination for children ages 6 months<5 years.
The lack of data or evidence suggesting a benefit to these policies has seemingly never
been a hindrance to their recommendations. In fact, it often feels as if they dare others to
point out that their policy mandates are not based on any high quality research.
Instead of engaging with the mountains of substantive criticism of their methodology or the
discrediting flaws of the “studies” they reference, they simply revert back to appeals to
authority.
They’re right, because they say so.
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This phenomenon has often been applied to “interventions” forced on children, but it’s also
easily applicable to the debate over the origins of COVID.
For much of the first year of the pandemic, “experts” and the “fact checking” media colluded
to ensure that discussion of the lab leak theory would be censored and users banned for
suggesting it as a possibility.
Only after the approved political sources deemed it acceptable to discuss did social media
companies relent.
Except one of the world’s supposed leading “experts,” the head of the World Health
Organization, has apparently been telling people privately that he believes the lab leak is the
most likely explanation for the origin of the virus.
Of course, none involved in the expert approved censorship will apologize or demand
changes as a result.
Because whatever they say is right. No matter how many times they’re wrong first.
You’d think that being caught lying, misrepresenting evidence or flouting their own rules
would be enough to instill a level of shame in politicians and their ideological allies, but the
recent Supreme Court decision overturning Roe v. Wade shows there truly is no limit to the
hypocrisy they’re capable of.
It’s important to shine a light on these three issues — the lying, the hypocrisy and the
purposeful misrepresentations. Holding the “experts” and politicians accountable is the only
chance to stop the madness of COVID policy from becoming permanent.

More Embarrassments for the FDA & CDC
Possibly the most important thing to know about the FDA authorizing vaccinations for young
children is that there is virtually no evidence to support their decision.
When you review the FDA documents, it’s shocking to see how little data they used to make
their decision and how ineffective the trials proved to be.
Unsurprisingly, the CDC joined in by misrepresenting the risks of COVID to children.
The CDC has deservedly been at the forefront of the erosion of “expertise,” beginning with
their early flip flop on masks. In spring 2020, the CDC recommended against mask wearing
by the general public, in line with pre-COVID evidence. By summer 2020, the director of the
organization was claiming that masks would provide better protection than vaccines.
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They continued to mislead the public on the effectiveness of masks, collaborated with
teacher’s unions to keep schools closed and claimed that vaccinated peopledid not “carry the
virus.” Repeatedly, the CDC has shown that they are willing to mislead in order to achieve
their policy goals.
But this latest misstep might be their worst yet.
Seemingly out of a desire to justify authorizing vaccinations for young children, the CDC
presented misleading data on the risks of COVID.
At a recent meeting of the Advisory on Immunization Practices group, as chronicled in a
post by writer Kelley K, the CDC presented a graphic claiming that COVID was a leading
cause of death among kids 0-4.

Except this graphic is completely false.
It came from a preprint posted by researchers in the UK, who reviewed mortality data from
the National Center for Health Statistics. That dataset includes deaths where COVID was the
main contributor as well as those where it was present, but not the underlying cause.
This discrepancy creates a significant issue with accuracy, since the preprint claimed to “only
consider Covid-19 as an underlying (and not contributing) cause of death”.
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As Kelley points out, there is a noticeable difference between the NCHS statistics and the
CDC’s own “WONDER” database, which delineates between contributing and underlying
causes.
NCHS, which includes incidental COVID deaths, shows that 1,433 children died with COVID,
but the WONDER database shows 1,088 deaths from COVID. That’s a 24% difference and
would dramatically alter the graphic.
They used COVID data that included deaths with COVID and compared it to data that
includes deaths from an illness.
It’s completely discrediting.
Even worse, the misleading graphic represents COVID deaths cumulatively and compares it
to annualized data. Simply, they took two years of COVID related mortality and compared it
to one year of data for all other causes.
Kelley re-ran the data using the correct comparisons, which significantly altered the outcome.
While the CDC rankings claimed that COVID was the 4th leading cause of death for children
under the age of 1, the corrected annualized ranking was 9th, after using exclusively
underlying cause data.
Similarly, the NCHS data used in the preprint and by the CDC claimed 124 deaths in that age
group, but COVID was the underlying cause in only 79 deaths.
Rankings for childhood mortality are also overly simplistic, since even the “leading” causes of
death pale in comparison to accidents, which caused ~25x more annualized deaths than
COVID.
But the worst part about this is that the CDC likely knew that the data they were presenting
was wrong and dangerously misleading. And they used it anyway.
They were so desperate to justify their desire to vaccinate young children that they were
willing to use inaccurate information and comparisons to do so.
They knew that the media and influential “experts” around the internet would pick up on the
graphic, creating unnecessary fear amongst parents and higher demand for the vaccines.
And of course, they were right; CNN’s Leana Wen immediately shared the slides:
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These CDC ACIP slides make the case for vaccinating children <5.#covid19 may be
milder in kids than adults, but it's still a top reason for child fatality.
We give routine childhood vaccinations for other diseases that cause less deaths–
because the point is to prevent them. pic.twitter.com/oGG0OuneWS
— Leana Wen, M.D. (@DrLeanaWen) June 18, 2022
Instead of accurately informing the public and allowing parents to make a risk-benefit
calculation, the CDC is essentially trying to coerce behavior through fear.
Even better, the lead researcher posted on Twitter that they were aware of the issues and
would be making corrections.
We have received some feedback and criticism along several dimensions. We are
planning to update the preprint to take into account some of this feedback, primarily by
focusing on Covid as an underlying cause of death using CDC WONDER Provisional
Mortality Statistics. 2/3
— Seth Flaxman (@flaxter) June 19, 2022
But of course, it’s too late. The data has now been spread far and wide; the CDC and their
allies did their damage. The vaccines were authorized regardless and many parents will
make the decision to vaccinate their children based on misrepresented information.
It’s yet another episode in the depressing saga of experts disgracing themselves to achieve
their goals and undercutting the public’s trust in the process.

The Lab Leak
A new story from theDaily Mail reports that World Health Organization Director-General
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus privately admits that he believes that the COVID-19
pandemic originated in a Wuhan laboratory.
Tedros apparently made the remarks to a prominent European politician that a “catastrophic
accident” was the “most likely explanation” for the beginning of the pandemic.
The WHO in early 2021 started an investigation into the origins of the pandemic, which
concluded that the lab leak hypothesis was “extremely unlikely.” However, the researcher
who led that investigation claimed that China “pressured” the team to “dismiss” the lab leak
theory.
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Scientific journal The Lancet attempted an investigation, which was disbanded over conflicts
of interest. Eco Health Alliance head Peter Daszak failed to disclose his close ties to the
Wuhan lab, resulting in criticism of the committee’s objectivity.
While privately Tedros is now seemingly admitting that the lab leak is the most likely origin,
the official position of the WHO is that “all hypothesis” are still possible.
It’s extremely unlikely that they will ever change their official, public statements given China’s
importance to the organization.
In early 2020, for example, China contributed an additional $30 million to the WHOin what
was described as a “political power move” to “boost its superficial credentials.”
The true origins of the pandemic are obviously an extremely important issue not just for
China and the WHO, but the global political landscape. Beyond officially determining where
the virus came from, if it is conclusively determined to have resulted from a lab leak, it would
be a crushing blow to “experts” like Dr. Anthony Fauci who tried repeatedly to shut down the
theory.
“The science” has been repeatedly referenced by media outlets, public health authorities and
politicians as an immutable set of beliefs that are unassailable and infallible.
If a deadly global pandemic that has resulted in the deaths of millions of people, destroyed
economies, increased poverty and furthered educational deterioration started in a research
lab, it could mark a devastating shift in the public’s view of “science.”
What’s most infuriating about Tedros finally (and privately) giving credence to the lab leak is
that for much of 2020, proponents of the hypothesis were decried as “conspiracy theorists.”
The Washington Post famously published an article calling it a “debunked” conspiracy theory
and were forced to issue a humiliating correction afterwards.
Media outlets like the Post never had any justification to call the lab leak a “debunked”
conspiracy, but it’s obvious they felt safe in describing at as such because it was promoted
by the wrong people. Tom Cotton, a Republican Senator, had advanced the hypothesis,
therefore it must be “debunked” because Cotton belongs to the wrong ideology.
That myopic, politically motivated thinking has been a common function of most major media
outlets who are often desperate to declare their allegiance to the correct set of approved
liberal opinions.
Social media companies like Facebook used the media and WHO as authoritative sources of
information and as a result, banned users from even discussing the lab leak.
Only in mid-2021 did Facebook reverse course after admitting it was not “debunked.”
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This story contains all the infuriating elements of COVID discussion – “experts” lying to the
public and bowing to political pressure from China, a fake consensus of opinion created by
the media, and social media outlets protecting “science” by censoring opposing viewpoints.
While China’s opposition to an actual investigation will likely prevent any conclusive findings,
it’s notable that the head of the WHO admits privately that the “conspiracy theorists” were
probably right all along.

Vaccine Mandate Hypocrisy
The Supreme Court decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization overturning
Roe v. Wade has dominated the news cycle since the opinion was released Friday.
Reactions from the pro-abortion side have been ranged from deliberately misleading to
woefully inaccurate to offensive, with one comedian labeling half the country as “terrorists.”
But yet another type of hypocrisy has emerged from supposed public health “experts” and
politicians.
Best exemplified by U.S. Surgeon General Vivek Murthy and Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, it’s yet another indicator of how the response to Roe v. Wade is about nothing more
than maintaining allegiance to the correct political ideology, intellectual consistency be
damned.
In 2021, President Joe Biden attempted to mandate COVID vaccination for millions of
workers throughout the United States by appealing to OSHA authority. Any employee who
worked for a company with more than 100 employees would have had their freedom of
choice removed by being forced to take a vaccine that does nothing to protect the safety of
others.
The mandate was ultimately deemed to be illegal, but the attempt was celebrated by public
health “experts” and many politicians as the correct decision, regardless of its impact on
bodily autonomy.
Back in November of 2021, Murthy defended the government mandating a private health
decision by saying: “It’s a necessary step to accelerate our pathway out of the pandemic.” He
also referred to it as entirely “appropriate:”
“The president and the administration wouldn’t have put these requirements in place if
they didn’t think they were appropriate and necessary,” Murthy told host Martha
Raddatz on ABC’s “This Week.” “And the administration is certainly prepared to defend
them.”
Murthy believes that when it comes to COVID vaccination, the “essential principle of
maintaining an individual’s autonomy and control over their health decisions” is null and void.
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Unsurprisingly, he had the exact opposite reaction to the Supreme Court’s decision:
Restricting these decisions compromises the essential principle of maintaining an
individual’s autonomy and control over their health decisions and creates dangerous
health risks. 2/7
— Dr. Vivek Murthy, U.S. Surgeon General (@Surgeon_General) June 24, 2022
It’s amazing how flexible the “essential principle” of “individual autonomy and control over
their health decisions” apparently is.
When it suits Murthy’s political needs, he’s a staunch defender of individual choice. When he
wants to mandate control over other’s bodies and personal health decisions, choice is a
meaningless, easily dismissed concept.
Justin Trudeau exemplifies the same remarkable lack of shame.
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Less than a year ago, Trudeau mandated vaccines for anyone attempting to travel by plane
or train across Canada, as well as for all “federally-regulated” workers.
This decision, of course, removed bodily autonomy and choice for millions who need to travel
or didn’t want to lose their government jobs.
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Undeterred by the abject hypocrisy, Trudeau on Friday declared that “no government,
politician, or man should tell a woman what she can and cannot do with her body.”
It’s hard to imagine a more blatant example of political posturing and virtue signaling.
Trudeau, who is a man, politician, and a representative of the government, told many women
in Canada exactly what they had to do with their body.
Get vaccinated or lose your job and stay home.
He had no problem removing the “right to choose” when it suited his needs. Only now when
he has an opportunity to signal his ideological virtue is he a champion of individual liberty.
It’s nothing new for politicians and public health authorities to be hypocritical. But their ability
to blatantly disregard the principles of bodily autonomy and personal control over health
decisions just a few months ago means it’s impossible to take them seriously now.
It’s almost assuredly too much to ask “experts” and politicians to be intellectually consistent,
but it’s yet another example of why trust in institutions and those that run them continues to
deteriorate.
It’s all part of the same depressing pattern. Experts and politicians are willing to lie or
purposefully withhold information to achieve their goals.
They mislead and contradict their previous statements, knowing that the media will protect
the hypocrisy and misrepresentations.
The FDA buries the data behind the authorization in documents they know no one will read.
The head of the most powerful international health body hides his true feelings to protect
China and his financial partners.
It’s hard to see how this gets fixed without these individuals and the organizations they lead
coming to terms with their mistakes, apologizing and changing course.
I wouldn’t hold your breath.
After all, Joe Biden already wants to give them more money for the next pandemic.
Reposted from the author’s Substack
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